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27 Kappa Theta’s Collect
Funds for Mental Hospitals
Twenty-seven Kappa Theta
brothers left the steps of the
Administration Building at 8 a.
m. May 2 to walk 250 miles
from this college to the Capir
tol Building in Atlanta, Ga. The
walk is a fund raising drive to
collect money for mentally retarded children at Gracewood
and Milledgeville institutions.
President Zach S. Henderson
began the “Charity Walk” by
walking through Sweetheart Circle with the Kappa Thetas. Jones Lane, state representative,
spoke briefly to the brothers
and walked through the Circle
with them.
“I think it (the charity drive)
is a good idea. It gives the men
a motive to help in a cause
that is worthy. Also, they know
that they are undertaking a difficult task and this knowledge
unifies them. Each fraternity
brother must work to accomplish their goal,” said Dr. Henderson.
“Charity Walk” will cover

three routes in four days.
There will be one walk route
going through Swainsboro, Wrightsville, Irwinton, Macon and
Jackson to Atlanta. Two additional routes will be covered by
brothers in cars. One car will
travel through the towns on
Route 80 to Macon. Another car
will leave the main route in
Wrightsville to go through Ten-
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Sally Harvard Elected
Women’s Gov. President

DYKES ACCEPTS DIRECTORY

Kent Dykes, president of the Council, accepts one of the first
copies of the 1968 edition of the Statesboro Telephone Directory
from Mr. C. J. Mathews, president. The cover of this year’s
directory features the Foy Fine Arts Building.

24 Students Accept
Who’s Who Honor

Twenty-four candidates were
selected from 104 nominees to
receive the Who’s Who in American Colleges and Universities
honor, according to Dr. Tully S.
Pennington, chairman of the
campus Who’s Who committee.
The candidates are: Dorothy
Faye
Altman,
Eunice Julie
Banks, Ada Davey Blount, Margie Elaine Boyles, William Lafayette Brannen, Patti Elaine
Brooks, Max E. Buffington,
Beverly Elaine Carlson, Nancy
Lea Carter, Cynthia Dianne
Corr, Claire Halpern, Jackie
Jett Harville, Celia Ann Huff,
Billy Jones, Thomas Alexander Kinchen, Terry Ann Nesmith, Ronald Stuart Rabin, Florence Robertson, Penny Ann
Stockham, Virginia Margaret
Sutton, Sandra Elaine Thomas,
Hannah Teague Thompson, John
Thornton, and Teresa Faye Tillman.
Candidates were selected according to revised criteria requiring that (1) a student have
3.0 grade point average with a

nile, Sandersville, Milledgeville,
Eatonton, Willard, Monticello to
Jackson. Brothers will get out
of cars in each town not on
the main route to canvas the
town in collecting donations.
On Sunday, May 5, the fraternity brothers will present the
donations to Governor Lester G.

minimum of 50 activity points;
a 2.4 grade point average with
a minimum of 70 activity points;
or a 3.5 or above grade point
average with a minimum of 30
activity points; (2) a student
have obtained the minimum
activity points required; (3) a
student be approved by a plurality of the present members
of the Who’s Who committee.
The 15 member committee
includes: Dr. T. S. Pennington,
chairman; Dr. Ralph K. Tyson,
dean of students; Mrs. Virginia
H. Boger, dean of women; Harold O. Maguire, dean of men;
Shelton Evans, director of student activities; Kent Dykes,
chairman of the Council; and
one member from each academic division as appointed by the
respective division chairman.
The
final
selections were
made at a committee meeting
Tuesday, April 30. The selections were made from names
nominated by faculty members
through division chairmen and
by Student Congress members.

Sally Harvard, junior English
major from Savannah, won the
WSGA election for the office of
president by a margin of 147
votes, according to Joan Jordan, president of Women’s Student Government Association.
Carol Moore, junior political
science major from Savannah,
and Kay Kozojed, freshman undecided major from Macon, are
the new first and second vicepresidents.
Paula Goggins, sophomore
elementary education major
from Thomasville, is the new
secretary, and Lee Ann Alford,
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sophomore sociology major from
Macon, is the new treasurer.
These officers will assume
their duties beginning fall quarter stated Miss Jordan.
“Eighty-one per cent of the
women students enrolled voted
in this election. We think this is
the largest turn-out in any campus-wide election that has been
held here. Anderson, Deal,
Lynne, and Wudie Halls had
100 per cent of dorm enrollment
voting,” said Mrs. Virginia
Boger, Dean of Women.
“I am amazed and extravagantly pleased with the number
of women students who voted
in this election and I think it
attests to the incredible effectiveness of Women’s Student
Government in its first year and

to the fine student leadership
that made this possible," added Dean Boger.
“These results should be considered a challenge by the elected officers to effectively represent the tremendous majority of
women students who have
shown such an interest in their
government and college,” said
Miss Jordan.
Tally of Votes
For President: Sally Harvard
698; Pat Bolton 551. For First
vice-president: Carol Moore 848;
Linda Jordan 409. Second vicepresident: Kay Kozojed 750;
Donna Boone 498. Secretary:
Paula Goggins 859; Bonnie Willingham 398. Treasurer: Lee
Ann Alford 831; Janelle Hudson 426.

Honors Dorm
To Open in Fall
Fall quarter applications for
the Honors Dorm are still being
accepted, according to Mrs. Virginia Boger, dean of women.
Wudie Hall, 602 South College
Street, is the dorm designated
as the Honors Dorm. Wudie
Hall houses 50 women. The Honors Dorm was officially approved last Friday by Dr. Ralph
K. Tyson, dean of students.
Only junior and senior women
are eligible to apply for residence in the dorm. A committee appointed by the Dean of
Women will screen applicants
for grade point average, activity points, and disciplinary record.
Applications can be picked
up in Dean Boger’s office. They
should be filled out and given to
Dean Boger in the Office of Student Personnel.

“MISS SPRING BLOSSOM” 1968

Miss Sprin Blossom” 1968 is Pansy Porter Anderson, sponsored by Sigma Pi fraternity. Her court includes: Floosie La Fleur
Sconyers, 1st runner-up, Pi Kappa Phi; Edwina Light-on-herfeet Lord, 2nd runner-up, Circle K. club; and Ustinka Ismellya
Faircloth, 3rd runner-up, Baptist Student Union. The Contest,
sponsored by the Wesley Foundation, was held May 1, in McCroan auditorium. Mr. Norman Wells served as master of
ceremonies.
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Meet Miss GSC—Cindy Taylor
Her Image Reflects
Beauty, Versatility
Smiling with the happiness of her reign, yet busy
finding hours to devote to traveling, promoting the
college and student body, and expressing publicly that
GSC exists and is certainly worthwhile—this is the
new Miss GSC, the image that will represent this college across the state throughout the next year. How
well do the students know her?
She loves rainy weather, hot
chocolate, Paul Newman, and
spring quarter, but Cindy Taylor’s personality consists
of
much more than this!
Extremely aware that being
Miss GSC is a service and responsibility as well as an honor,
Cindy expressed candidly, “I
want most of all for students
to be proud of me.” Through
the public relations office, radio, television, U.S. mail, and
even here on campus, the sophomore math major wishes to
maintain the image students
expect of her.
MISS GEORGIA PAGEANT
Cindy’s eyes sparkled as she
rapidly reviewed the plans for
the Miss Georgia Pageant. Having worked to complete questionnaires, perfect her talent,
have enough photographs made
—the 5’10” brunette will be ready for orientation weekend May
18-19 in Columbus. She must
present her talent number, be
interviewed, and learn the rigid
By BECKY BOBO
Feature Editor

schedule set up for the Miss
Georgia contest June 10-16.
In the Miss GSC Pageant, the
talented coed presented chalk
drawings spotlighted by irridescent lighting. Minoring
in
art, Cindy is quite capable of
capturing her vivid feelings and
reactions on canvas. She plans
to use the same talent number
in the Miss Georgia Pageant.
CINDY’S EXTRA ACTIVITIES
The outfits Miss Taylor wore
in the contest here were her
own creations. She sews in her
‘spare’ time and makes practically all her clothes. There will
be much shopping done for the
Miss Georgia Pageant, but the
sewing machine will be at work
also!
In reference to fashion trends,
the blue-eyed brunette said, “I
am a conservative when it
comes to fashion. I like tailored outfits and I dress to
suit my personality and individuality.” Cindy’s skirt length
is about two inches above her
knees . . .* ‘That’s me,” she
said.
Being a member of Phi Mu,
Cindy expressed her hope that
fraternities and sororities interested in service to the college
will work to disperse widespread
apathy
on campus.
“Georgia Southern is a good size
college, progressing and growing rapidly,” she commented.
“The physical growth exhibited in building plans is complemented with congress revisions
and newly accepted or organized ideas and plans from sororities, fraternities, Woman’s Student Government and the administration,” added Cindy.
Working in the math department is just another of Cindy’s
activities. She plans to complete her masters degree and
teach math in college.
HER BELIEFS, THOUGHTS
And deep inside the Cindy
Taylor, there are thoughts and
ideas that have molded her into who she is. She loves spring,
people, the beach and sun. But,
sitting in her room that is characteristically Cindy — identifiable by paintings, easel, and
canvas — she tossed her head
upward, her long, brown hair
falling casually on her shoulders, and told more about herself:
“This generation is one that
thinks. There is more to think
about — new fields are open,
and a complex society has formed in keeping with the rapid
changes in science. Young people are no more radical in relation to society that were our
parents or grandparents, and
hippies seem no more degenerate than the flappers and deviating groups that conform to
beliefs held by members of
their own society.”

Cindy has come to know herself, to anchor her thoughts and
beliefs and defend them. And as
Miss GSC, she must convey to
the public — persons that she
doesn’t know — her feelings and
attitudes.
So, Cindy Taylor is many
things — an image of which GSC should be proud. Her years
here have contributed to her
personality, and she will certainly give much to Georgia
Southern during her reign.

Photos By
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Top Honor Taken
By Debate Team
The college debate team closed its 1967-68 season last week
with first place honors in the
second annual Ogeechee Invitational Debate Tournament in
Douglas, Ga.
The four-man team compiled
a trounament record of three
wins against one loss.
On the affirmative team were
Peggy Godbee, and Jim Schuyler. They won one and lost one
with Miss Godbee being named
outstanding affirmative speaker
in the tournament.
The negative team, comprised of Susan Sims, and Ron
Mayhew, were undefeated and
named outstanding negative in
competition. Mayhew was voted most outstanding negative
speaker.
Debate Coach Miss Marjorie
Thomas commented that she

Charity Walk . .

0

.

continued from page 1
Maddox on the capital steps.
Kappa Thetas contacted Governor Maddox for endorsement
and promotional
assistance.
Sammy Price, Kappa Theta secretary, also wrote Vice. President Hubert H. Humphrey
chairman of the President’s
Council on Mental Retardation,
and Herman E. Talmadge, democratic senator, for endorsement of the project.
The mayors, chambers of commerce and ministerial alliances
associated with the Middle Georgia area were also written for
assistance, according to Price.
Radio stations and newspapers
in the area were contacted by
Ric Mandes, public relations director.
“This walk is to show that the
students of this college are concerned with the problems of
Georgia, such as mental retardation. Come rain or shine,
we’re going to be on time,”
said Bill Kingery, Kappa Theta
president.
Kappa Thetas who were unable to participate in “Charity
Walk” collected donations on
campus Thursday, May 2.

Examines Policy
Of ‘Class Cuts’

Dr. David Ward, chairman of
the division of history, has agreed to serve as chairman of a
facuty committee on class absences, according to Paul F.
Carroll, academic dean.
This committee will examine
the current policies of cuts as
stated in the college Bulletin to
determine their effectiveness
and applicability.
Current practices in the various departments will be studied and some guidelines made
to assist faculty members in interpreting and administering policies. Possibly a new policy will
develop.
“The main work of the committee will begin fall quarter,”
stated Dean Carroll.
Carroll added that it might be
profitable if representative students were asked to participate.
Faculty members asked to
serve on the committee are: Dr.
Betty Lane, chairman of the
division of home economics;
Mr. Roy Powell, assistant professor of English; Dr. Martha
Cain, associate professor of chemistry; Dr. Frank Ramsey, assistant professor of health and
physical education; Dr. Shelby
Monroe, professor of education;
and Dr. Larry Price, assistant
professor of finance and management.

Honors Day Date
Set for May 13

Graduation Date Set for June 9

Honors Day will be held at
10:45 a.m. on Monday, May 13,
in McCroan.
Class schedule will be re-arranged on that day as follows:
No classes will be held during
fourth, fifth, and sixth periods,
from 10:30 until 1:30.
Classes will be resumed at the
seventh period.

Baccalaureate Services
for
graduation are set for June 9, at
11:00 a.m., in Hanner Gym.
Commencement Exercises are
scheduled for the same day at
3:30 p.m.
Undergraduates and graduates
must be present unless officially excused, if not diplomas will
not be issued.
A fee of $10, which includes

High? ?

all graduation expenses, must
be cleared with the Business
Office before graduation. Those
who have not been measured
for cap and gowns should contact Mrs. Bob Benson in the
Williams Center.
Undergraduate and graduate
men will wear dark suits and
black shoes. Undergraduate men
are not required to wear coats.

Over 700 Pair to select from:

REGULAR
MODEL

SOAP & CANDLE SHOP
301 South
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Faculty Group

Bloodmobile Collects
134 Pints - A Record

IT'S THE RAGE

Change to Our
Scented Candles!

Friday, May 3, 1968

was quite pleased with the success of the team in its first
year of competition. She expressed particular pleasure at last
week’s tournament win due to
none of the team members having had previous college debate
experience.
The 1967-68 intercollegiate debate topic was: “Resolved: That
the United States should guarantee an annual minimum cash
income to its citizens.” Both affirmative and negative teams
argued for a variation of the
resolution, the negative using it
as a counterproposal.
The idea, according to team
member Ron Mayhew, had been Red Cross Nurse Betty Finnigan talks to Sally Harvard, vicea pet theory of his for some president of WSGA as Miss Harvard donates her first pint of
months previous to the debat- blood.
ing season. In essence lhe
teams advocated a guaranteed
annual income to all U.S. citizens but with a birth control
stipulation attached as a deterrent to poverty being allowed
to perpetuate itself into future
generations.
“The shock value was phenomenal,” Mayhew comment- A total of 134 pints of blood and I hope in the future it will
ed. “Both of our opposing teams was donated to the bloodmobile be better. Also, I would like to
said they’d never run into any- Thursday, April 25, according to thank Kappa Theta Fraternity
thing like it before and found Sandy Richardson, representafor helping set up the equipmit very difficult to refute.”
tive of Women’s Student Gov- ent and for helping during the
Undergraduate women should ernment Association. The goal
hours the bloodmobile was here.
wear black shoes but style and had been set at 200.
color of dress are optional. Gra- In addition to the 134 donors, Student support was tremendous
duate women should wear black there were 31 persons rejected and the Greeks and organizatshoes and dark dresses with who came to give, making the ions did a great job.”
short sleeves.
turnout 165.
A silver pitcher was presented
Rehearsal for the Academic
Miss
Richardson
said, “I to Sigma Phi Epsilon which was
Line of March will be held on would like to thank every stud- represented by 37 brothers, who
Saturday, June 8, at 2:30 p.m., ent who gave, or tried to give were present to give. The prein the Hanner Gym.
blood. The support by Georgia sentation was made by Dean
Southern for the bloodmobile Paul Carrol in behalf of WWNS
was the best it has ever been, Radio, who donated the pitcher.
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Our slacks do-do you? No tailor trousers
hereabouts, by any standard of measure. No
truer taper, no huskier cloth, no workmanship
that stands up half as well. In the '68 lineup,
no better selection of pattern and colour
to he had. Tall up!
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Editorials

Student Support
Necessary For
Survival of ‘Exit’

I’D WALK A MILE...

On Thursday morning, May 2, 27 Kappa Theta
brothers departed on a four day pilgrimage from this
college to the Executive Mansion in Atlanta. The
pilgrimage, entitled “Charity Walk,” is a fund raising drive to collect money for mentally retarded
children at Gracewood and Milledgeville institutions.
Kappa Thetas have corresponded with Vice president Hubert Humphrey, Senator Herman Talmadge
and Governor Lester Maddox for endorsement and
promotional assistance for the project. The brothers
will present Governor Maddox with the collected
donations Sunday, May 5.
The fraternity contacted mayors, Chambers of
Commerce and Ministerial Associations throughout
the Middle Georgia area, asking them to donate to
the “Charity Walk.”
Kappa Thetas are to be congratulated for the
efficient organization of plans and for the unselfish
purpose motivating the walk. The men wish not only
to help retarded children, but also to prove that the
average college student is not apathetic, not a draft
dodger, not a draft card burner, but that he is a
conscientious, hardworking citizen extremely interested in the problems of today’s America.
We commend Kappa Theta for being an organization that accepts the responsibilities of citizenship and takes a leadership role in the campus community.

A RECORD?

A total of 134 persons gave blood at the bloodmobile, Thursday, April 25. This is the highest number of people who have ever given blood at a bloodmobile on this campus.
Recognition is due to the students who planned,
supported, and carried out this event and made it
successful.
It is hoped that next year’s bloodmobile will be
even more successful than this year’s. The 165 people who gave blood represent only 4% of 4,412, including students, faculty, and administration.
The lowest number of any one of these bodies
giving blood is apparently the faculty, with only 3
members donating.
It seems that their previous interest in the
bloodmobile, evidenced by several criticisms toward
bloodmobile publicity, was not followed by the charitable act of giving blood.
Students carry out many charitable campaigns
while maintaining their academic standings. As part
of a small community they need everyone’s support
to make their charity work successful. The faculty
and administration are as much a part of this campus
as the students, and should support these projects.
Perhaps with the support of everyone, (students,
faculty, and administration) the bloodmobile, as
well as other projects would be more successful.

THE BOX

The “George-Anne” printed an editoral in the
April 5 issue which urged the use of the suggestion
box. The Council has received numerous suggestions
since that time. The suggestion were consideredly
the Council and channeled through the proper administratie committees.
The suggestion box offers students a chance
to voice opinions about various phases of campus
life. Council oficers have repeatedly expressed the
desire that students take advantage of this suggestion box to inform them of the changes and reforms
needed on this campus. This suggestion box is the
most effective and efortless method of making desires known to Council.
Students who critize campus government should
take advantage of the facility that will implement
change.
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By SARA FOUNTAIN
News Editor
On today’s college campuses
the students are confronted with
problems of a greater magnitude than they have faced in
their past lives. They have conflicting ideas with traditions regarding sex, religion, war, the
draft, with the traditional versus the modem liberal. They
are puzzled and seek the decisions to these questions in the
classrooms, but the majority of
these questions are not treated
in the classrooms because they
are not always
relevant or because time does
not permit.
A certain
group of persons interested
in students and
their relationships with other
people created
a coffeeh o u s e
Fountain
which is a partial answer to the dilemna
of not having the opportunity to
discuss issues which are pertinent to the student.
Out of the college population
of almost 4,000, surprisingly
few students seem aware of the
coffeehouse or its function.
The coffeehouse is open to the
public. The atmosphere of the
coffeehouse is the same as in
the traditional ones found in
larger cities. It is conducive to
the student’s freedom to express his opinion or his talent.
Students who wish to play their
guitar, sing, or read poetry
are given the stage. Faculty
members read important works
of literature as well as original
compositions.
A student can discuss marijuana, sex, abortion, the war, the
draft or anything across the table from his professor, his
roommate, or other persons
while leisurely drinking coffee
or tea. Group discussions have
been held with persons in certain fields to establish opinions on ideas shared by the students. Ralph McGill and James
Hagerty are among those interesting persons who have appeared on campus and have
gone to the “Exit” to talk freely with students.
Two excellent plays have been
performed at the “Exit” which
otherwise would not have been
available to the students. Other plays are scheduled for the
near future and will be produced for several nights in order
that more persons will be able
to attend.
Christopher Fry’s “A Sleep of
Prisoners,” a 45 minute one-act
religious drama will be performed May 21-25. The play probes
the meaning of man’s existence
in relation to God.
The coffeehouse is a place of
entertainment for the students
and an outlet for their emotions. When the “Exit” first opened, students swarmed the
place because there was always plenty of musical entertainment. The original plans
of the "Exit” were to gradually
introduce discussions, but as
discussions replaced a majority
of the entertainment, student
interest waned. The college students are fortunate in having
the coffeehouse, yet without
their support the “Exit” will
fade out of existence.
The coffeehouse is run primarily by students on a nonprofit basis. The founding members have relinquished their own
time and money for its success.
The students must participate
and work to keep the “Exit”
alive.

Letters to the Editor
that we are grateful to you, the
Student Congress and the student body, for your loyal support and the Christmas, New
Year’s, and holiday messages
that were sent to members of
the 1st Cavalry Division Airmobile. We will always respect
and be grateful for the splendid job that was done. I am
just one of the Platoon Sergeants that issued the cards to
the men.
I will always look forward to
hear from any member of the
school, be it student or faculty. I always will be with the
country fighting for freedom,
as well as our way of life. Never will this country try to force
anything on another country,
nor will we let another counYours in the interest of safe- try force anything on us. But
ty,
we will try and live in peace
Andy Hall with our neighbors if they would
accept it. The people of Viet
Nam are no different than the
Dear Sir:
This letter will inform you Americans because they want
to be free also.

Mr. Editor:
Two wrecks in the past two
weeks in the Dorman Hall Unpaved parking lot seem to {joint
up the fact that this particular
area is an unsafe place in
which to park or drive through.
Agreed, it is nice to have a
little entertainment every now
and then, but multi-car crashes
in the dorm lot can get old
fast.
The men of Dorman Hall would
appreciate some attention being
given to the safety problem.
The lot is in need of being paved and marked off with some
regard to planning for auto and
pedestrian safety. Also, as much
as I hate to suggest it, speed
limits might be advisable.

PanhellApproves
NewConstitution

So until a later date, I salute you and the Georgia Southern College faculty and the entire student body.
Yours always,

The Panhellenic constitution S-SGT. Peter L. Williams Jr.
RA 44 155 457
has been approved by the area
Co “B” 1st BN 8th Cav
advisor, Maxine Blake; Pan1st Cav Div Airmobile
hellenic Council; member sorAPO
San Francisco 96490
ities.
Plans are now being made
for
Panhellenic
installation
services.

Alpha Rho Tau
Sets Art Show
For Foy Gallery
Alpha Rho Tau fraternity will
sponsor its annual Spring Arts
Festival, May 5-11, in the Foy
Fine Arts Building. The exhibition consists of works from
various colleges, universities
and private collections, as well
as, works from the art department here.

Sig Ep Colony
Pledges 11 Men
The Sigma Epsilon Colony of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity has
pledged the following men for
spring quarter 1968: Mike Adams, Cleve Tyre, Bill Cox, David Drew, Robert Eubank, Doug
Gilliam, Gary Kader, Randy
Register, Ken Rushing, Wally
Smart and Russell Yow.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Holds April 25
Pledge Ceremony

A reception is planned for Pledge ceremonies for eight
Sunday, May 5, from 2-5 p.m., Zeta Tau Alpha pledges were
according to a fraternity spokes held April 25 at the home of
Mrs. I. A. Brannen in Statesman.
boro.
Mrs. Crannel, instructor of The pledges are: Sharon Rowart, will lecture on music and land, Barbara Hammett, Amanart, 8 p. m.Monday, May 6.
da Bruner, Becky Blackman,
The public is invited to a Sue Sikes, Carol Culpepper, Di“Paint In” Tuesday, May 7, anne McConnell, and Marcia
Fain.
third floor of Foy Building.

ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
Monday, May 13 Lettermen Concert, Hanner Gym, Free
with ID, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, May 14 Talent Show sponsored by Wesley Foundation, McCroan, 8 p.m. Admission 50c.
Wednesday, May 15 GSC Band Concert, Sweetheart Circle, 5 p.m., Bar-B-Que, Sweetheart Circle, 5-6 p.m.,
meal ticket required.
—Street Dance, “Soul Sensations” 7-11 p.m., Administration Building.
Thursday, May 16 Folk Festival, Knight Village, 4 p.m.
—Scavenger Hunt, Hanner Gym, 7 p.m.
Friday, May 17 Field Day, Marvin Pittman Track, 7:30
p.m.
—Arthur Conley and the Kelly Brothers Dance, sponsored by Panhellenic and IFC, Hanner Gym, 8-12 p.m.,
Admission: $2.00 in advance, $2.50 at the door.
Saturday, May 18 Dance, Gym, 8-12 p.m.
Sunday, May 19 Dean Carroll to speak at Religious Services, McCroan, 9:45 a.m.
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Comic A1 Capp
Endorses Use Of
Student Power

(ACP) — Comic A1 Capp endorsed student power at the University of North Dakota recently, saying, “It’s about time
the lunatics ran the asylums,”
the Dakota Student reports.
Capp, creator of the comic
strip “Li’l Abner,” touched on
drugs, sex and Lyndon Johnson in comments ranging from
sarcastic to sadistic, delighting
an overflow crowd.
“We can talk,” said Capp,
“about sex or the social life at
UND; Bonnie and Clyde or Bobbie and Ethyl; the quiet dignity of H. Rap Brown, Joan Baez
as a statesman or Everett Dirksen as a folksinger.”
Sex before marriage definitely has psychological effects, he
said — “Take the crying of the
'©>
baby during the honeymoon, for
instance.”
Should college students be al//-J&
lowed to use LSD? “They’re the
''
SPLENPlp INTB2VIEWA- HE'5 FCCENTgiC, gieoTEP Sonly ones who don’t need LSD
pevious. He SHOULD MAKE A $PL£NP\P APPlT/ON TO OUR FACULTY." to have delusions of grandeur,”
he said.
Should there be free sex on
campus? “Well, I think that if
they started charging for it,
they’d lose a lot of the romance.”
Is sex important in dating
today? “Of course it’s important
What new style would you Dresses with high hemlines, low today. And it was important
like to design for womens’ fas- necklines and no middle.
yesterday and the day before.
hions?
You didn’t invent it, you know.”
Suzanne Mosely, L i z e l l a,
Richard Brazzel, Tampa, Fla. Ga. - Stop putting boys clothes
How about drugs for a new
Bathing suit - something a lit- on girls!
and different experience? “How
tle louder and more revealing.
Charlie Clegg, Young Harris, about maturing and growing up
Lynda Rendroe, Wrightsville,
Ga.
- Shorter from both ends. for a new and different experGa. - I’m glad the styles are
ience?”
becoming more fitted, rather
Charles Hill, Jeffersonville,
And Lyndon Johnson? Capp
than the tent dress.
Ga. - Something with more solGlen Pierce, New Jersey, - ids, with stripes and checks finds him unlovable — most of
I think that the bathing suits - instead of the weird designs the time. “Only when I hear
should become smaller.
Paul Leslie, Silver Springs, Bobby speak do I find something
Susan Walker, Conyers, Ga.- Fla. - I like them just the way charming about him,” he said.
Something that will servb the they are now - they look comsame purpose as a raincoat at fortable. I don’t like the short To get rich quick, Capp recommended the poverty businGeorgia Southern.
styles - they are in poor taste. ess. “There’s a lot of money to
Donnie McQuaig, Buford, Ga.Jackie Bullington,
Cordele,
I would like to see the hem- Ga. - Longer hems - knee length be made there . . . my money,
your money . . .”
lines keep rising and the neck- or just above.
lines plunging, and hope that
Scott Meier, Milledgeville,Ga.
some day they’ll meet.
Shorter skirts.
Diana Rowan, Nashville, Ga.
Clint Montgomery, Macon, Ga.
Something as popular as the A- I would like to rid all girls of
line dresses, so I can be a mil- culotte dresses - they are atrocious.
lionnaire.
Rod Meadows, Manchester, Denese Tootle, Baxley, Ga. Ga. - A style with as little as A style that would enhance
every woman’s figure regardless
possible.
(ACP) — There’s a new diof her size and shape which
Doreen Jacobs, Clarkston, Ga. could be uniquely hers.
rection for inteligent campus
I think I would like to see wo- Nancy Herrington, Savannah discussion at Kansas State Unimen styles more feminine a- Ga. - A nice tailor-made suit versity, says rhe Collegian. The
gain.
would look good on any woman direction is up.
Don McNeil, Parrott, Ga. - and would fit most occasions.
A sign will now point up to
an individual attention care center in the student union. The
care center, sponsored by University for Man, answers students’ needs for discussion in any
form.

\

m

Inquiring Reporter

Care Center Fills
Discussion Needs
At Kansas State

‘Drop Out and Save’
Reports Minnesota

(ACP) — Quit school — you
probably can earn more by saving the money instead of pursuing a college education, the
University of Minnesota Daily
reports.
A recent study concluded that
a college graduate’s lifetime
earnings might often be greater
if he had chosen not to continue in school and placed the
cost of higher education in a
savings bank.
Arthur Carol and Samuel Perry, assistant professors of operations analysis in Monterey,
Calif., said that in some cases
it is wiser for an individual to

leave school earlier and invest
his earnings during the years
when he would have been in
school.
When the costs of undergraduate education are added to
those of graduate school, they
found, for example, a person
would be better off financially
as a plumber than as a chemist.
They also found that when the
money for graduate school must
be borrowed, the lifetime earnings of many professions are
lowered considerably.
So why wait? Drop out now
and avoid the rush.

Students can come and go anytime from 9:30 to 11 a.m. The
center offers “attention” in the
form of a sounding board. Any
topic may be discussed and any
student mood expressed. It’s a
place to go when a new idea
hits a student or an old one
becomes a firm conviction.
The idea is informal, personal and sound. Anyone is free to
join discussions perhaps he has
been able only to overhear in
the union.
It would not be wise to demand that students go up to
receive individual attention. But
it is appropriate to ask them
to go up whenever the spirit
moves them.

Campus News Briefs
Science Fiction Club

Dr. V. J. Hurst

The Science Fiction Club will
meet Monday, May 6 at 8 p.m. Delivers Talk
Dr. Vernon J. Hurst, departin Hollis 112. The club invites
ment head of geology at the
all interested persons.
*
*
*
University of Georgia, spoke to
the Geology Club, Wednesday,
Adams Presents
May 1, at 7:30 p.m. in Herty
105. His lecture is entitled “GraVoice Recital
John Adams, junior music ma- duate Study and Employment in
jor from Morrow, Ga., presented Geology.”
Election of new officers and
his voice recital in the Foy Recital Hall, Thursday, May 2. plans for a field trip to the kaoThe recital is in partial fulfill- lin mines near Sandersville are
ment of the Bachelor of Music scheduled.
*
*
*
Degree.
Adams performed works by German Club
Handel, Haydn, Wolf, Strauss,
The German Club will meet
Schubert, Verdi and Tschaikow- Wednesday, May 8, 7:39 p.m. in
sky. He was accompanied by room 107 in the Hollis building.
Mrs. Curtis Lane.
This will be the last meeting
*
*
*
of spring quarter.

Herrman Attends
History Meeting

*

*

*

Dr. Taylor Scott
Richard E. Herrmann, assis- Attends Meeting

tant professor of philosophy,
has attended a meeting of the
American Society of Church History, April 25-26, in Nashville,
Tennessee.
The meeting was planned for
historians to discuss their interests in church history. A series of papers also was presented at the meeting.

Dr. Taylor Scott, associate
professor of sociology, attended
an academic subcommittee meeting of the Regents on Social
Science, Friday, April 19, in Atlanta.
The purpose of the meeting
was for representatives of all
members of the university system to discuss common pro-

ANNOUNCING...
THE

*

*

*

‘Reflector’ Editor
Attends Meeting

•s NOW OPEN >N

Simmons Shopping Center

A Cordial Invitation is
Extended To Visit Us So
We Can Show You
That are
Beautifully Created From The
Finest of IOO% Human Hair

Complete Line
Wigs and Wiglets
DELUXE IL'IGLETS
ERENCH CURLS
NEW STRETCH WIGS
tluit Jits all sizes
SWITCHES
TONY TAILS
CASCADES

WIGS
Loir as
rVialvts Lou■ as

*49.95
*12.95

by DOR SUMNER

Wig Stylist and Creator
oj Hair Cushions
is Here to Serve You

Phone 764-6568

WIG WAM SHOP
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Hendricks Women,
Faculty Members
Hold Informal Talks

Gordon Turner, ’68 Reflector
The first in a series of inforeditor, visited Taylor Publishing
Company in Dallas, Tex., April mal discussions between facul14-17, to check the progress of ty members and Hendricks Hall
women is scheduled for Wednesthe yearbook.
The ’69 Reflector editor, who day, May 1, 6:30 to 7:00 in the
will be announced later, accom- activity room of Hendricks Hall,
according to Margaret Watson,
panied Turner.
Turner reported that the year- assistant dean of women.
These discussions will be held
book publication is on schedule.
between three faculty members

Atlanta Station

Features GSC
This college is saluted the
week, April 29-May 3, as “College of the Week” on WSB Radio.
The Atlanta station will feature highlights of the college’s
history, some of its present activities, and plans for the future throughout the week.
This is one of Georgia’s outstanding institutions to be honored in WSB Radio’s College of
the Week series.

RUBBER STAMPS
STATESBORO RUBBER
STAMP SERVICE
Tfm liilj
Phone 764-6482 or 865-2253
Hwy. 80 West — Statesboro, Ga.

WIG WAM SHOP

Statesboro’s New
Complete Wig Salon

THE

blems of their departments. The
meeting is held twice yearly.

The GEORGE-ANNE

DRIP-A-JUG

The Soap & Candle
Shop Has The
Scented & Colored
Candles
SOAP & CANDLE SHOP
301 South

and a group of 20 to 25 women from Hendricks. “The topics may range from academic
to personal interests,” stated
Miss Watson.
“The program is the first of
its kind on campus and is the
result of interest shown by students to get to know their faculty better. Through this program, students feel more personal contact with their professors although classes are getting
larger,” said Miss Watson.
Both faculty and students are
enthusiastic about the program
which is still in its trial period,
stated Miss Watson.
Presently only women in
Hendricks Hall are involved by
Students will wear pedome- invitation.
ters measuring their energy output while walking in a study
to be conducted this summer
by Dr. Donald Olewine, assistant professor of biology and
Dr. Frank Ramsey, assistant
Phi Beta Lambda will hold its
professor of health and physi- annual state convention in Atcal education.
lanta, May 3-4.
The study is the first of its
Eight members from the Georkind on this campus and will gia Southern College Zeta Chapreveal whether jogging (walking ter will attend and participate
at a slow, steady pace) would in various contests. The parliabenefit under severe cardiovas- mentary procedure team concular stress.
sists of Beverly Loveday, NanGraduate students of the phy- cy Moore, Helen Smith, June
sical education and recreation Sweat, and Patsy Price-Willdepartment as well as others iams. Ann Folger will particiwill participate. The students pate in the Miss Future businwill keep records of all their ess Executive contest, Demerritt
activities and of those registered Watson in Mr. Future Business
by the pedometers.
Executive, June Sweat in Miss
The study will measure the Future Business Teacher, Nanenergy output and the oxygen cy Moore in the Poster contest,
consumption of each student for Ann Folger in Spelling, and Bewalking a certain distance. The verly Loveday, Nancy Moore,
measurements will then be cor- and Horace Harrell in Vocaburelated with the pedometers.
lary.
Previous studies have already
The chapter will also be parshown the benefit of exercise ticipating in the Best Annual
in preventing heart disease and Chapter Activities Report, Most
aiding in recovery of heart di- Original Project, and Future
sease patients, according to Dr. Business Leaders of America
Olewine.
Week.

Students Figure

Energy Output

While Walking

Fhi Beta Lambda

To Attend Meet

GSC’s Zeta TauAlpha
Initiated April 26-27
Zeta Tau Alpha installed its trict II-S; and Linda Burke, na134th chapter April 26-27 when tional chapter counselor assistthe Zeta Xi Chapter received its ed.
chater. Zeta Xi is the fifth so- Mrs. Martha Helms, first national vice - president presided
sorority installed on campus.
The initiation ceremonies took over the chapter installation.
place at the First Presbyterian Assisting was Mrs. Anna B.
Church of Statesboro. Carol McCord, president of Province
Saye, president of the Georgia II-S.
State chapter presided over On January 6, 1968 a total of
43 young women pledged. 34
the initiation team.
Other members of the initia- were initiated this weekend. The
tion team from the Alpha Gam- officer initiates were Mary Holt,
Mary Ackerman,
ma chapter were Barbara Morl- president;
ey, Jane Thacher, Jamie Ad- vice-president; Linda Stefani,
cock, Kathy Bennett, Dee Dee secretary; Vicki Jeanes, treasRuff, Judy Russell, Karen Ro- urer; Gloria Lawson, historiangers, and Kathy Morrison. Mrs. reporter; and Dianna Stone, riKeith Meatheringham, chapter tual chairman.
Other initiates were Carol Acadvisor at Georgia State; Mrs.
Betty Winn, president of dis- kerman, Lynn Barnett, Gayle
Beggs, Mary Blessing, Carol
Boatman, Paula Boykin, Virginia Bracewell, Sue Cason, Connie Chambers, Judy Clark, Linda Clark, Frances Duggan, Virginia Farley, Mary Ann Futch,
Cheryl Gardner, Linda Henry, Ann Hodges, Priscilla Lovejoy, Joanna Martin, Nancy PalLee Anna Haynes, junior home mer, Rosalyn Perkins, Marinell
economics major from Macon, Potts, Dianne Ratcliff, Linda
Ga., won the $100 Piggly Wigg- Richardson, Julie Rozier, Patti
ly Scholarship Award.
Shy, and Nancy Taylor.
The state-wide award is given Following the Chapter Instalyearly by the Piggly Wiggly lation a banquet was held at
Corporation to a home econo- Mrs. Bryant’s Kitchen. Mrs. Willaim Brown acted as Toastmismics major in Georgia.
The award will be presented tress, and Mrs. Virginia Boger
at the May 18 Georgia Home was guest speaker. Joanna MarEconomics Association conven- tin received the award as outstanding pledge.
tion in Athens, Ga.
On Sunday, April 28, a reception was held at the Forrest
Heights Country Club.
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B. Varma
Post
Dr. Basudeo Varma, assistant
professor of biology, has accepthe chairmanship of the biology department at Limestone
College, S.C., beginning fall semester 1968.
Varma’s resignation from
Georgia Southern will be effective the end of summer quarter. He will succeed Dr. Albert
B. Godfrey as chairman and
continue his present research
work in tumor development in
mice.
Dr. Varma had presented a
research
paper “Interaction beCampus Security has added a 1968 Ford Ranchero to its mobile
tween virus and susceptibility
force. There are now two units to patrol the campus for speeding
between virus and susceptibiliand illegal parking, according to Harold Howell, Campus Se- ty gene for tumor development
curity chief.
in mice” at the 29th annual April 18-20 meeting of the Association of Southeastern Bilogists in Athens, Ga.

Lee Haynes Wins

Three SGEA Members to Attend

Piggly Wiggly’s
Home Ec. Award

Executive Board Meet, May 9
Dan Minish, state SGEA president, Larry Barrett, state SGEA vice president, and Dr.
John Lindsey, education professor, will attend an executive
board meeting May 9 of the
Student Georgia Education Association (SGEA) in Atlanta.
Rick Veteto, campus SGEA
president; Vicki Cleveland, first
vice president; Ann Groover,
treasurer; Sondra Powers, parliamentatian; and Elaine Thomas, publicity chairman, will

attend the first meeting of the
Southeastern Regional Student
National Education Association
May 10 in Atlanta.
STUDENTS
Students enrolled in school
this quarter are not required to fill out former
students applications for
fall.

Dr. Boole Named
President-elect
Dr. J. A. Boole Jr., chairman
of division of science and mathematics, was elected the president-elect of the Georgia Academy of Science, at the 45th
annual meeting, April 26 and 27
at Shorter College in Rome,
Ga.
Dr. Boole will preside during
the 1969-70 term.

Banquet Planned
By Home Ec. Div.

The Home Economics divisional banquet is scheduled for
Thursday, May 9, at 6:30 p.m.,
in the Nic Nac restaurant. Tickets are $2.50 and may be obtained from any Home Economics faculty member.
The tentative program includes talent presentations, announcement of the Home Economics scholarship winner, and
Miss Home Economics, and the
presentation of memberships to
graduating members.

Best Smelling
Place In Town!

^Guess Who's
IGoming To
/

STATESBORO?
It's Academy Award Winner
KATHARINE HEPBURN
Best Actress of the Year in

Come Take a Sniff
SOAP & CANDLE SHOP
301 South

THE COLLEGE SHIELD

"'Guess Who's Coming To Dinner'
a witty and glistening film! Delightfully
acted and gracefully entertaining!"
Bosley Crowther,
New York Times

"HIGHEST RATING!
★★★★! Must be counted as
an important contribution to
motion pictures! The characters
speak the penetrating lines
naturally, humorously, bitterly and in the case of
Spencer Tracy, simply and
eloquently! Sidney Poitier.
is excellent! Katharine
Hepburn gives that
magic touch!”

"A TRULY SPLENDID FILM!

Stanley Kramer has handled this picture ir
the best of all possible ways! A
love story which re-establishes
the cornerstone of all
romance! Sidney
Poitier is brilliant!’
—Archer Winsten, New York Post

“IT HAS IT ALL! Drama

and life and love and
dialogue such as you've
never seen on the screen!
A fantastic picture!”

—Wanda Ha/e. New York Daily News

"Guess Who’s Coming
To Dinner is an experience that transcends
the theatrical!”

*
*
*
*
*
*

No War Clause
Full Aviation Coverage
Exclusive Benefits
All Benefits Guaranteed
Largest Company in the South
Cash Values
We call it a privilege to counsel with you regarding your
present and future Insurance needs.
Our only request is that you see the College Shield Plan
before you begin your insurance program. We welcome a
phone call or a personal call at our office.
JACK C. POPPELL, General Agent
National Life & Accident Insurance Company
Nashville, Tennessee
College Division

-Barry Gray. WMCA

“ONE OF THE FINEST
FILM ACHIEVEMENTS
OF ANY YEAR!
A masterful and profoundly
moving film ! A piercing comedy
drama in its production by
Stanley Kramer, its writing
by William Rose and its
UTTERLY MAGNIFICENT
PERFORMANCES by Spencer
Tracy, Katharine Hepburn
and Sidney Poitier!”

"DEMANDING
ENTERTAINMENT!
FASCINATING! As ’today'
as tomorrow’s newspaper!
This story is the wave
of the future!"
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

A

STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTION

SPENCER
TRACY

SIDNEY
POITIER

KATHARINE
HEPBURN

guess who's
coming to dinner

Knight Village Shopping Center
JAMES D. COOPER

— Seventeen Magazine

—Leo Mishkin. The Morning Telegraph

Local Address

Representative

"AN ABSOLUTELY
SMASHING MOVIE!
Spencer Tracy and
Katharine Hepburn
are magnificent! The
performances of a
lifetime!”

—Brendan Gill. The New Yorker

Mus.C

Now Playing
Shows At 5, 7, 9

.«,wMueM> KATHARINE HOUGHTON

by

DeVOL • Written by WILLIAM ROSE • Produced and D.rected by STANLEY KRAMER • TECHNICOLOR’ *3-^ C;

UUCIS STATESBORO

Kappa Theta

Bill Kingery has been elected
president of Kappa Theta fraternity. Other officers elected at
this meeting are: Scott Waters,
vice president; Sammy Price,
secretary; Tom Brown, treasurer; Mike Gleaton, chancellor.
Brothers include Eddie Bateman, Sonny Deavours, Frank
Franklin, Richard Green, Mark
Tau Epsilon Phi
They are: Jim Ermisch, Mike Hoyt, Chuck Hopper, Haskell
Phi Nu chapter of Tau Ep- Hackworth, Gary Gray, Walker Lamb, Phil Mays, Jerry Muldsilon Phi has pledged the foll- Davis, Dickie Riggs, John Brock erick, Jerry Osgood and Jimowing men for spring quarter. and Joe Griffin.
my Rainey.

Sometimes,
Madge will
surprise you.
Madge has her mind set on a new set of drapes.
And it could mean "curtains” for you. It’s surprising
how many people are surprised like that every year..
Don’t be.
Wherever, whenever you drive . . . drive defensively. Watch out for the other guy, or gal.

Watch Out for the Other Guy.
Surprise!
Published to save lives in cooperation with The Advertising Council and the

The Gant Collar

National Safety Council. C°UMC>N

Lime-Orange,
Lemon, Peach
Strawberry,
Rosemary, Tuberose

SOAP & CANDLE SHOP
301 South

THE BUTTON-DOWN
The casual roll you see in the picture is referred to as
the secret "ingredient" of Gant. No other shirtmaker has
been able to emulate its flair, fit and proportion. These
qualities stem, for the most part, from Gant's "sixth
sense" of#stylin£—whic|j is inimitable .uncopyable.

DOWNTOWN - 7 S. MAIN ST.
STATESBORO, GEORGIA
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THE KELLY BROTHERS
The Kelly Brothers will perform at the Arther Conly dance and
concert sponsored by Panhellenic Council and Interfratemity
Council, May 17 in Hanner Gym.

Tickets Now Available
For Honors Dinner
Tickets for the HendersonCarroll Appreciation Dinner,
scheduled for May 22 in the
Landrum Center, are on sale.
For students, tickets may be
purchased in Student Personnel: Sheldon Evans’ office. For
faculty, if the Division Chairmen have no more, call either
the Athletic Office, Mr. Clements or Public Relations.
The Bulloch County Chamber
of Commerce is handling the
community tickets. Mr. Hill
Harty is in charge.
A large number of out-of-town
guests are confirming tickets
for the banquet. Dignitaries on
the local and state level will
be head table guests for the
evening,
including Governor
and Mrs. Lester Maddox.
The evening will be designed
to last less than two hours, according to the planning commitee. The banquet and the testimonial will be the primary
parts of the program.
A list of ten to twelve lead-

ers in education and other fields
respective to Dr. Henderson and
Dean Carroll’s interest have
been asked to speak. There will
be a representative of the faculty and students on the forum.
According to the chairman of
the planning committee, the evening will be attended by individuals from throughout the
state and community; leaders
of many fields; students; townsmen and faculty.

ORGANIZATIONS
Shelton Evans, director of
student a c tivities, requests that a representative from each campus
organization contact him
during the weeks of May
3 - 17.

The GEORGE-ANNE

CLASSIFIED ADS
The George-Anne classified ad prices are $1.50 for 15 words
or 10 cents per each additional word. Contact Pat Keenan, classified ad manager, in The Georgia-Anne office.
FOUND
LOST
Girls Class Ring Metter High
School Initials M.L.F. Call ex- $10 reward for return of girls
high school ring. Greene County
tension 331.
High, initialed N.L.A., 1968
class. Contact: Paul Glass Rm.
116 Brannen Hall.

Delta Sigma Pi

Sets Rose Dance

FOR SALE
Delta Eigma Pi’s “Rose
Dance,” is scheduled for Sat- 1966 Pontiac LeMans Sprint 4urday, May 4 at the Holiday speed convertible price. $1,800.
Inn. Miss Judy Stevens, current Call 764-6510 after 5:15.
Rose, will crown the 1968 queen.
Two new brothers of Delta
Sigma Pi are: Tex Wooters,
Gainesville, Fla., and Paul Turner, Dawson.

Friday, May 3, 1968
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S&oct6en*t
“Miss Spring Blossom” 1968 is this week’s Southern Belle. Pansy Porter Anderson presented her
talent, a pantomine to “Red Hot Mama” in
competition with 14 other beauties. Lovely “Miss
Spring Blossom” was sponsored by Sigma Pi.
When asked what her reaction was she replied,
“I was overjoyed”.

Pledges Receive

Kappa Delta Pins

TKE Fraternity
Elects Officers

Hal Lankford has been elected president of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity at the April 9
meeting.
Other officers elected include
John Branch, vice-president;
James Byron, secretary; L. M.
Thomas, treasurer; Pat Fox,
historian; Wellington Burch,
chaplain; Bobby Bass, sergeantat-arms; Chip Sary, pledge master.

Nine pledges of Delta Lambda
Chapter of Kappa Delta Sorority received their first degree
pledge pins Monday, April 22.
The new pledges are: Debbie
Atchison, Pat Bolton,
Carol
Goodrum, Kathy Hooper, Glenda James, Loma Kingdom, Jane
Moore, Elaine Querry and
Patti Wansley.
After the ceremony, the new
pledges were honored with a
party by the charter pledges
and charter sisters.

Musicale Slated
Need A Bath?
We Have The
Scented Soap!
SOAP & CANDLE
SHOP
301 South

May 9 in Foy
Phi Mu Alpha, music fraternity, and Sigma Alpha Iota, music sorority, are sponsoring an
American Musicale, Thursday,
May 9, at 8:15 p.m. in the Foy
Recital Hall.
Brothers and sisters will perform works by American composers
and
sing fraternity
songs. After the program, there
will be an informal reception,
according to Celia Huff, president of Sigma Alpha Iota.

■■■
RUBBER STAMPS
STATESBORO RUBBER
STAMP SERVICE
Phone 764-6181 or 865-2253
Hwy. 80 Weir — Stotoiboro, Go.

“COCA-COLA" AND “COKE" ARE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS WHICH IDENTIFY ONLY THE PRODUCT OF THE COCACOLA COMPANY.

That group really gives
you the cold shoulder.

REMEMBER MOTHER
With A GIFT
FROM

Town & Campus
Pharmacy
University Plaza Shopping Center
STATESBORO’S MOST
COMPLETE DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS
So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with a bottle of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. For Coke has the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That’s why things go better with Coke, after Coke,
after Coke.
loHltd undtr th« authority of Tha Coca-Cola Company by:

STATESBORO COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

GIFTS - COSMETICS

Eagles Meet No. 1 FSU
Dobson, O’Leary
Set for Action
By KEN PURCELL
Sports Editor
Florida State University’s Seminoles invade Eagle Field today to begin a two game series with Southern in hopes of
retaining their national top ranking.

The GEORGE-ANNE
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SPORTS
SPOTLIGHT
By KEN PURCELL,
Sports Editor
The Indians are coming to town.
The Tribe of Seminoles from Florida State University will
be in Statesboro for a two-game series today and Saurday.
and although Coach Fred Hatfield’s scalpers are not generally
hostile, they may have a little uprising planned for Southern’s
Eagles.

Mike Long fires ball back into the infield after making catch
far out near fence in right field.
(photo by Ken Purcell)

Eagle Golfers Split
Armstrong
State College of
Savannah downed the Eagle
golf team, 293-303 Monday, then
on Thursday the Eagles got
back on the winning side of
things by defeating Erskine of
Due West, South Carolina, 306318.
The victory over Erskine yesterday evened Southern’s record at 6-6 going into today’s
match with the Citadel in Charleston, South Carolina.
Jack Hartness fired an even
par 72 in the losing effort with,
Armstrong, but that was not
good enough for medalist honors.
John Hautt of Armstrong went

two under par for the round
played on the par 72 Windsor
Forest course.
Dennis Raith had a 76, Eddie
Register a 77 and Frank Saxon
a 78 for the match. Greg Brewer and Rick Jordan also played for the Eagles.
Brewer was medalist for the
Eagles yesterday in their win
over Erskine. Brewer had a 75
on the tough 6600 yard par 72
Bonnie Brae course in Greenville, South Carolina.
Raith was consistent with his
76 as was Register with his 77.
Clyde Redding finished with 78.
Saxon and Hartness also competed in the round.

Florida State is presently on top of collegiate baseball’s
polls, sporting a fantastic 20-1 record. After downing tough
Miami of Florida twice last week to stretch their winning streak
O’LEARY
DOBSON
to 19, the Seminoles will be in good spirits when they come to
The Indians, sitting on top of tangle with Coach J. I. Clements Eagles.
the Associated Press collegiate
But Florida State may view the series with Southern cautibaseball poll, will be out to
scalp Coach J. I. Clements’ Ea- ously, having suffered its only loss at the hands of a Georgia
gles in any way they can.
school. The University of Georgia downed FSU 3-2 back in
To help hold off the tribe’s March.
attack, Clements has assigned
ace righthander Jimmy Dobson
Common Foes
pitching duties for Friday. Dobson, sporting a 6-2 record, has
Florida
State
and
Southern
have played two common foes,
compiled a 1.21 earned run avewhich
may
or
may
not
be
an
indication
of how the Eagles will
rage, lowest on the Eagle squad.
do against the Seminoles. FSU played Springfield College of
O’LEARY TO THROW
On Saturday for the second Illinois twice and Wake Forest twice. Southern has played
and final game of the series, Springfield once and Wake Forest three times.
Tim O’Leary has been chosen
The Seminoles had better luck with both schools than did our
for mound action. His record
for the season stands at 5-1 Eagles. The Tribe had little trouble downing the Deacons of
with an ERA of 3.33.
Wake Forest, 3-0 and 7-3, but ran into a bit of difficulty against
The Eagles have had 11 days Springfield. In their first game with Springfield, FSU pulled out
off since their last game in a close 10-9 decision in a 10-inning contest. Later when the two
which they blasted Davidson 11- teams again met State found the winning combination and took
0 for their 21 win against only
a very easy 18-0 victory.
13 losses. Southern was scheduled to play Mercer in Macon
The Eagles played Wake Forest twice during the first week
Wednesday, April 24, but that of the season, winning the first game 9-4 and losing the second
game was cancelled because of
rain. Although the extra time 5-3. Later in the season, last week to be more exact, Southern
off may have given the Eagles a dropped an 8-3 contest with the Deacons. Southern only played
chance to work on some details Springfield once, losing that game 7-1, on Eagle Field.
of the game, it may also have
been too long a rest between
Impressive Stats
action for the team.
Florida State has compiled some pretty impressive statistics
thus far this season. Though their first 17 games the Seminoles
were batting .332 as a team and had nine regulars over the •
.300 mark. Top sluggers have been first baseman Mike Easom
(.463) and catcher Tom Cook (.407).
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CLEMENTS
FIELDS
MASTIN-FSU ACE
Florida State, going into Friuay’s game with a fine 2-1 record, may turn to any of seve
ral of its pitchers for the series. The Seminoles, coached by
Fred Hatfield, have an abundance of talent on the mound, including six undefeated pitchers.
Steve Mastin has been State’s
leading hurler, now with a record of 8-0. There is a good
possibility that FSU will use
Mastin in the first game of the
series .since that will give him
plenty of time to rest before
the Tribe begins a two game
series with the University of Florida on May 7.
EAGLE LINEUP
The starting line-up for today’s game for Southern is expected to go something like
this: Jimmy Dobson, pitcher;
Terry Childrers, catcher; Terry
Webb or Ralph Lynch, first
base; Ron Cawthon, second
base; Tom Brown, third base;
Jimmy Walters, short stop; Roddy Michele, left field, Jimmy
Fields, centerfield and Mike
Long, right field.
Today’s game was scheduled
Jack Hartness lines up putt during Eage match at Forest Heights to begin at 3 p.m. while tomorCountry Club. Hartness has shown a marked improvement since row’s contest is on tap for
the season began.
(photo by Ken Purcell) 1:30 p.m.

Besides those that see regular action, another Seminole
batter has stood out on several occasions. Jim Gurzynski, on
the roster as a utility man, has only been to bat 14 times all
season but is hitting .429 and has had a double and three home
runs. One of those homers will be remembered for a long time
by State fans. Gurzynski put the wood to a ball in FSU’s 15-5
win over Kentucky Wesleyan and sent it soaring a measured
500 feet, 8 inches, a record for Florida State and possibly for
collegiate baseball everywhere.

Great Pitching
Besides hitting, Florida State has something else—pitching.
To say that FSU has good pitching is a vast understatement.
The Seminole pitching staff in 17 games compiled a stingy
1.80 earned run average and gave up less than 100 hits in 150
innings. Over that span Indian hurlers struck out 173 batters,
more than one-third of the men they faced.
The leading pitcher is righthander Steve Mastin who had
a record of 6-0 through the team’s first 17 games. His ERA
was 0.63. He chalked up 57 strickouts in 42 2/3 innings while
issuing only seven walks.
Six other State hurlers are undefeated. Only Wayne Vincent (3-1) has lost a game. The senior lefty was the leading
Seminole pitcher last season and the year before, and holds
the FSU record for career victories with 23.

No Greek Gods
So the Seminoles have an impressive ball club. But when
they come to Statesboro today they won’t look like Greek gods
or super-human beings—just plain people. And as everyone
knows, people aren’t perfect and so neither is Florida State.
Georgia has already shown us that. And don’t be too surprised
if Georgia Southern reminds the Seminoles of this fact.
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INTRAMURAL CORNER

to, we’ll hold another one,”
said Brenda Smith, program coordinator.
“The
girls have
shown tremendous team spirit,
which we would like to channel
into an over-all intramurals
program for sororities,” she
The Unknowns of the Indep continued.
endent League remain undefea- The WIA’s (Women’s Intrated although tied with a record murals Association) double-eliof 7-0-1. The only other team to mination softball tournament
remain unbeaten is Alpha Tau will get underway at 5:30 MonOmega with a perfect 5-0 re- day, May 6, with the Pythons
cord. With the first half of the and Mustangs slamming it out,
season completed, indications and the Tigers meeting the
as to the winners of each lea- Bulldogs (former Termites) on
gue are undetermined.
the Marvin Pittman fields.
Games last Wednesday and The GSC Women’s Tennis
Thursday were postponed. Ac- Team is being reorganized, and
tion continued last Monday as official practice for the up-comDelta Sigma Pi barely defeat- ing state tournament will begin
ed Tau Kappa Epsilon 15-14; Pi Monday at 3:30, according to
Kappa Phi walked all over Chi Coach Tom King. Ten to twelve
Sigma 9-1; and the Hobos ran girls will represent the college
past the Draft Dodgers 7-2.
at the invitational scheduled for
Tuesday, Phi Epsilon Kappa May 17-19 at the Univ. of Ga.
bombed Tau Epsilon Pi 17-4. All interested girls are asked to
Kappa Theta ripped Nu Sigma be at practice this Monday.
9-8, and the Unexpecteds trounced, bounced, and denounced
the Sows 30-7. In the final game
of the afternoon, the Sinners II
forced the Unknowns into extra
innings and into the final outcome of a 3-3 tie.

Unknowns, ATO
Still Undefeated

Volleyball
Tourney

Women’s Softball Is ‘Slow’
Results from last week’s games of the Sorority Round-Robin Softball Tournament are as
follows: Delta Zeta fell to ZTA
18-5, Kappa Delta over AZD
17-10, the AD Pi’s defeated Phi
Mu 24-6, and Kappa Delta edged
Delta 16-15. Two games are played per night beginning at 5:30
on the Marvin Pittman fields.
“The tournament is scheduled to
end May 9, but if the girls want

Georgia Southern’s intramural volleyball tournament has
had a very slow beginning as
only two matches have been decided presently. Director Bobby Benson has had a problem
scheduling the matches because
of the conflict with the existing softball playing.
“It’s been hard to find the
date for two particular teams

GEORGE-ANNE

to meet on the volleyball court
with softball still being played
This tournament has been a difficult one tc get in thus far,’
Bobby said.
In the first match, Kappa Alpha defeated Tau Kappa Epsilon 15-3 and 15-11. In the only
other contest, Phi Epsilon Kappa forfeited to Delta Tau Delta
for lack of enough players.
It was asked why the tournament could not have been scheduled after the regular softball
season was over, thereby leaving a week and a half of competition.
“When our regular season has
been completed, the playoffs in
softball will begin and most of
the boys who will be participa
ting would rather not play vol
leyball at the same time,” Benson concluded.

Bob Butts Wins
X-Country Race
Sigma Pi’s Bobby Butts rushed past Sigma Phi Epsilon’s Robert Eubanks at the finish line
to win the Georgia Southern College Cross Country Race held
last week. Eubanks led all the
way during the 2.5 mile run until finally outlasted by the oncoming Butts who finished the
race at 15:41.7 seconds. Eubanks was timed at 15:42.3 seconds.
The race began on Ga. Highway 67 and traced to Highway
301 where it continued in back
of Veazey Hall, behind Marvin
Pittman School, behind the lake
onto the road in front of the
BSU center. It continued down
the road as officials held traffic back at the lights, past Dorman Hall and onto Ga. Highway
67 again where it ended as it
began, adjacent to the tennis
courts.
Ray Poss from Pi Kappa Phi
was third with a time of 16:30.4,
Kappa Alpha’s Phil Sick was
fourth as he finished 17:44.2 after the start. Jim Martin from
Sigma Phi Epsilon finished fifth
with a time of 18:02.45 and Steve
Buckler from Kappa Alpha who
ran the race in 18:18 was sixth.

Here’s The
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BASEBALL
STATISTICS
BATTING
STATISTICS FOR FIRST 33 GAMF.S

PLA YER

AB

Jimmy Walters

103

16

.340

Ron Cawthon

110

21

.318

Jimmy Fields

111

29

.315

94

18

.298

108

20

.269

Terry Webb

12

12

.250

Barry Pevey

63

7

Roddy Michele
Mike Long

R

.240
..231

Terry Childers

69

9

Ralph Lynch

82

12

.201

Tom Brown

68

18

.206

(FEWER THAN 50 AT - BATS)
Jimmy Dobson

.380

Monte Tillman

.231

Danny Gordon

.200

Alan Simmons

.155

Tim O’Leary

.106

Jim Goodwin

.011

Herbie Hutson

.000

Dick Billingham

.000

Ronnie McLemore

.000

Charles Doggett

.000

John Hoyt

.000

Jim Vcryser

.000

Don Wiggins

.000

PITCHING
PITCHER

PCT.

Jimmy Dobson

.750

42

16

8

50

17

Allen Simmons

.833

45

12

10

54

10

1.72

Jim Goodwin

.400

36

18

9

29

16

2.10

Herbie Hutson

1.21

1.000

25

9

9

22

10

2.81

Tim O’Leary

.833

48

19

14

29

10

3.33

Dick Billingham

.250

15

13

9

13

11

4.74

Done:

Dobson

'

Jimmy Dobson, Southern’s top pitcher, is photographed here as he pitches
curve ball to opposing batter. This particular series was taken during Dobson’s
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1-0,, two-hit victory over Elon earlier in the season, Dobson’s current record
is 6-2.

Netters Win Two,
End Season 5-6
By KEN PURCELL,
Sports Editor

were able to salvage their matches. King, playing number
three, won a close 8-6, 6-3 conThe Southern Tennis team en- test while Harmon was winning
ded its season this week with a 7-5, 6-3.
pair of impressive victories to
set its final record at 5-6. The
Against Armstrong, every EaEagles
defeated
Armstrong gle won his match in both sinState College of Savannah on gles and doubles for the Eagles
their own courts, 9-0, Monday, fourth win of the year. In singthen returned home to brush les for the day Eagle netters
off Brunswick College, 9-0, on won a total of 72 games while
Tuesday.
losing only 15. In doubles the
Eagles won 37 games, losing
Last Friday Columbus College only seven.
downed the Eagles, 7-2, and on
Saturday the University of SouIn the Brunswick match the
th Carolina shutout Southern, 9- Eagles again won all possible
0. In the Columbus match only points in both singles and douTom King and Sonny Harmon bles. Bjorn Kjerfve won at the

number one singles position with
scores of 6-1 and 6-4, while Eddie Russell was having a little
more difficulty, going three sets
7-5, 7-9, 6-3, before winning.
Tom King won his match, 6-4,
12-10, for an exciting vitory.
Jerry Poppell edged his opponent 6-3, 7-5 and Sonny Harmon
downed his man easily, 6-0, 6-1.
Ken Purcell also won for the
Eagles with a 6-0, 6-0 victory
over the Brunswick number six
player.
Over the season the Eagles
downed Armstrong twice, Georgia State, Emory, and Brunswick once each, while losing to
Emory, South Carolina, Western
Kentucky,
Appalachian
State, VPI and Columbus each
once.
An interesting point t h a t
stands out when looking at the
season’s results: eight out of
11 matches were 9-0 shutouts.
Four matches the Eagles won'J
9-0 and four they lost by the
same score.
The Southern team will continue to practice, preparing for
the district tourney coming up
later this month in Valdosta.

Tennis
Results
GSC
GSC
GSC
GSC
GSC
GSC
GSC
GSC
GSC
GSC
GSC

EDDIE RUSSELL DEMONSTRATES FORM

in match with South Carolina
(Photo by Ken Purcell),

6,
0,
0,
9,
3,
9,
0,
2,
0,
9,
9,

Emory 3
Virginia Tech 9
Appalachian 9
Armstrong 0
Emory 6
Georgia State 0
Western Kentucky 9
Columbus 7
South Carolina 9
Armstrong 0
Brunswick 0

SEASON RECORD: 5-6

TENNIS SINGLES STATISTICS
no. Matches
couple:
played in:
Kjerfve - Russell
11
King - Poppell
11
Harmon - Brandt
10
Purcell - Brandt
1

position:
1.
2.
3.

total
total
individual individual
record:
percentage:
5.454
6.546
4-6
.400
1 -0
1.000
16-17
.485

individual individual
set record: game record:
11 - 13
13-12
9-12
2-0
35-37

94-102
100-103
75- 108
12-4
281-317
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IRISH
INSIGHTS
By TIM O’LEARY
Assistant Sports Editor

O’LEARY
Some people have approached me and asked why a particular player on our team happens to be hitting so well. I tell
them that all of the credit goes to the player’s ability, his innate
ability to hit the ball well. Actually, though, this is not the
whole story. It’s not even half of it. To tell the truth, almost
all of the players on the team would not be batting above .250
if it were not for the opposing pitcher. When that “cherry
chucker” goes out there to face us, he has practically got us
out already. We only have a 30 percent chance of getting a
base hit because for the most part, the highest a hitter will
hit on our team is about .300. With this being the case, our
chance of getting a hit is about 15 percent less. Therefore, the
opposing thrower has a very definite psychological advantage
over our swingers.
When the hurler does go out there to throw he is not smart,
not adept at picking up a batter’s weaknesses, and too consistent in the type of pitches he uses. If he were observant,
our record would be 13-21 instead of the other way around,
and I’m being generous. Whenever I pitch, I make it a point
to know the situations with which I am working. Strict attention is paid to the stance and type of swing a batter uses.
'Also, it is noticed how shallow or deep he stands in the batter’s
box and how far from the plate he may be. It is important to
know his weaknesses immediately, or you will not last four inning;’you will not win.
Jimmy fields cannot hit the outside fastball. He hates to
swing at it because he knows he cannot get “good wood” on
it. The reason for this is that when he swings, his right foot
already stepped toward first base, thus pulling him from the
plate. It’s nice to have speed to beat out the infield roller, but
speed doesn’t help very much when you’re walking back to the
dugout after taking a called third strike.
Mike Long can’t hit the high fast ball. His swing is tempered
so as only to hit anything just about or below the belt. When
he’s in a slump, he’s the pitchers’ most trustworthy ally because he never fails to go after any type of bad pitch. Mike
will have to learn to wait for his pitch or he will always remain the very inconsistent hitter he is.
Roddy Michele hits anything fast and he hits it well, anywhere. So we slow curve him or change-up on him away from
the plate. As he is always ready for “the heat”, slow ‘junk’
would get him time and time again. However, Roddy is one
of the better hitters on the team.
Jimmy Walters hits the curve ball extremely well. He
doesn’t do a bad job with the fast ball either. His main problem
is that he thinks too much when he stands in the batter’s box
When he hits the long double down the line, no one can blame
him for guessing. When he nubs one too short, it’s because he
has been fooled. Next to Michele, Jimmie can usually be counted
on to get a run across most of the time.
Terry Childers is weak on anything over the outside part
of the plate, especially the higher pitches. From time to time,
Terry has been known to guess too. He has a problem of trying to hit the ball too hard instead of just trying to meet it. Another weakness is that he sometimes carries a heavy bat; he
fails to get around the fast ball. But Terry has been working
hard against his weaknesses, and he will soon become the
tough hitter that he should be now.
Ronnie Cawthon is one of the strongest hitters on the team.
The 155 lb. junior hits the fast ball with unbelievable power.
His weakness lies in the outside curve ball. He will chase the
pitch out of the
strike zone time and again. His anxiousness has
6
cost him base hits, but this does not influence his batting aver5
age in the least. He is presently hitting over .300. Ronnie is one
of the better hitters in the club.
Anyway, these are our sluggers as I see them. Next week,
we’ll take a look at the comical side of baseball — the GSC
pitching staff.

DOUBLES STATISTICS
position:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

*Bjorn (B.J.) Kjerfve
Eddie Russell
*Tom King
Sonny Harmon
* Jerry Poppell
Ken Purcell
Harm Brandt
Graduating Seniors

no. matches
played in:
11
11
11
11
9
10
3

total
total
individual individual individual
individual individual record at record at record at
record:
percentage: no. 1
no. 2
no. 3

individual
record at
no. 4

individual individual
record at record at no. of
no. 5
no. 6
letters:

4- 7
57-4
6450-3
31-35

0-0
0-0
2-2
1-0
3-3
0-0
0-0
6-5

0-0
0-0
0-0
41 -2
0-0
0-2
5-

.364
.454
.636
.546
.444
.500
.000
.470

31 - 1
0-0
0-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
4- 7

1 -2
40-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
5-

0-0
0-1
51 -2
0-0
0-0
0-0
6-

5
0-0
3
6
0-0
3
0-0
2
5
0-0
1
5
0-0
1
5
5-5
1
0-1
1
5-6

